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Why AI?



Why AI?

2023 was the year of Gen-AI. It, especially Chat-GPT, created a boost of 
enthusiasm and lead to a re-thinking in content creation, knowledge 
management, customer service, etc.

AI has the potential to change the way we work. 60-70% of the work 
activities of knowledge workers are affected.

AI affects a broad ranges of business areas. The most important are 
customer operations, marketing, sales, IT

Total economic impact of AI by 2030 estimated at $15.7 trillion annually**

Future global economic impact of Gen-AI estimated at $2.6 - 4.4 trillion 
annually*

* McKinsey & Company: The economic potential of generative AI, 2023 ** PwC: AI analysis, sizing the prize report, 2023



What has this to do with me?

With Generative AI and LLMs (Large 
Language Models) we can talk to 

systems and systems can talk to us! This 
makes the interaction between systems 

and us very intuitive and human.



AI can be used in different ways

Augmented 
Intelligence

Assisted 
Intelligence

Autonomous 
Intelligence

Automation

Adaptive

Hardwired

Human-in-the-loop No Human-in-the-loop



AI in CX



Some AI use cases in different CJ phases

• Generate marketing 
content around 
personas

• Consolidate 
customer research 
insights

• Detection of new 
topics from news 
articles and social 
media

• AI driven 
conversion and 
purchase process

• Personalized emails 
and posts to boost 
conversion

• Data Enrichment e. 
g. by tagging of 
content

• Personalized 
Chatbots in 
customer 
interaction, using 
past interaction 
history and style

• AI driven analysis of 
satisfaction drivers

• Generate unique 
media (including 
short-form videos 
for TikTok) to share

• Language driven 
NBA/NBO

Awareness AdvocacyRetentionPurchaseConsideration

Personalization



AI Use Cases for supporting knowledge workers, 
like CX professionals 

Sky is the limit



When magic happens
Sometimes in CX magic happens and you are able to deliver great experiences 

But for magic you need a magician.

For AI in CX, who is the magician?



Meet the magicians

AI does not just happen, and AI systems do not learn by itself. Enterprise level quality AI for 
CX requires:

• CX professionals to understand customer needs and to design and orchestrate new 
solutions

• Business analysts and process engineers to reshape the processes and data needs

• Data architects and data managers to define and maintain the data infrastructure 

• Data engineers to prepare the data and to build the fluid data flows

• Data scientists to build the AI models

• ...



AI in customer interaction requires an orchestration of 
multiple factors

Personalized

GDPR compliant

Omnichannel

Contact history

Accurate Context relevant



Operational, Enterprise Ready LLM Solutions Require an 
Orchestration of Services and Information 

1 A repository of suitable LLMs5
A flexible interface to different 
apps, e.g. Teams, Slack, …

4
Case specific prompt 
engineering including history 
and context 3

Intelligent document 
management including vector 
embeddings, chunking and 
other optimizations

2
Flexible APIs to external and 
internal sources

6
Constant quality measurement 
and MLOps

Enterprise Data and Documents

Interface Solution Orchestration LLM Service

API 
management

Document 
management

Dialogue 
management

Quality monitoring and Maintenance

Example



Implications
Implications

Keep your eye on the ball! It is easy to be carried away by enthusiasm or technology. 

Get your magicians. Your need multiple skills and capabilities to drive forward CX and AI change

AI is not a change agent. People are. Make change management central component of your program.

No Data, No AI. 

AI does not just happen. It requires a context dependent fluid access to right data.



Thank you!



Discussion
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